A Directed Review

Document your Crew’s next Adventure on video! Being able to watch your Crew on video is a great way to review what needs improvement and see what’s working. Your Crew will have to plan what video equipment they will need, how they are going to record their Adventure, and then edit the raw footage as a review activity.

Creating a good video involves a lot of planning. The Crew should consider having more than one video camera on hand, and the equipment should be appropriate for the activity. An adventure-oriented camera (like a GoPro) could be the best way to get fantastic footage of your Crew hiking, biking, sailing, paddling, climbing, diving—or doing whatever awesome outdoor activities your Crew is into! A bigger camera on a tripod might be best for other kinds of activities, like linking with a Scout Troop at one of its meetings. Editing the footage and shaping it into a fun and compelling video is a rewarding challenge. Those involved in making the video can share with the Crew both the final product and some lessons they learned from the footage that didn’t make the final cut. Finally, consider posting your Crew’s great videos to Youtube and sharing with the Scouts Canada community to inspire other Crews!

Resources
- Video camera(s)
- Computer
- Editing software